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INTRODUCTION

This paper summarizessome ideas about a new method for

information retrieval and data descriptionbasedon natural

languagefeatures,which is applicable to both formatted and

textual data.

The language'sability to expressspecific terms by noun

phrasesis particularly useful for describing information requests

(queries) and data related to interdisciplinary fields, i.e.

energy or environmentalresearch. These fields are characterized

by a fluctuating terminology, variety of different data and by

information requests,which are difficult to predict.

Therefore, it is expectedthat the proposed information

retrieval and data descriptionmethod will be more efficient

than the currently used methods, which are based on Boolean

expressions.

To prove this a theoretical study and programs have to

be accomplished. A schedulefor such a task and an overview

on the main subjectsis given in Figure 1. Arrows in the

flowchart mean "x is dependenton y."

The study is basedon current project activities at IIASA,

and the researchproposalfor 1976 on a data base (question-

answering system) for the applied projects. To connect the

study with IIASA's computer network project, special attention

has been given to information retrieval in distributed data

basesof a network.

The complexity of data basesrequire a step by step

procedure, and it is necessaryto define the system, mode

of operation, application, and to commit resourcesin terms

of machine, software, storage, manpower and data supply,

before a data base can be implementedand maintained. Therefore,

we suggestto start a technical subset (information retrieval

and data description) and an application subset (energy data)

of the broad problem field as a first step in the proposeddirection.

A. Energy Data Analysis

The feasibility of methods in data storageand retrieval

can only be studied by concreteapplications. Therefore, we have

to know what kind of data is neededby IIASA's projects, and
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what the data problems of our specific researchfields are.

Each researchfield has different problems related to structure

and usageof data, and it is necessaryto choose a project

as the application area for this investigation. We intend to

concentrateour study on energy data, which is one of IIASA's

most important researchfields, becausesome requirementsfor energy

data collection and analysishavealready been discussed

(Butrimenko and Hafele, 1975). Further close cooperation

with the Energy Project is necessaryto sunrruarizeour

knowledge of presentenergy data base projects in the world,

their structure, semantic scope, and availability of data.

We should also specify the analysis of IIASA's energy data

requirementsin more detail.

B. Scientific Information and Communication

Obtaining information and accessingenergy data is an

example of the general problem of knowledge representation

and scientific communication. Storing and retrieving data

by use of computersor printed publications can be viewed

as basic operationsin a network system of international

scientific communication. The structureand flow of this

systemshould be analyzed. It is expectedthat a more

intenseuse of computersto represent,retrieve, distribute,

edit and processscientific results will enhancethe productivity

of the system and reduce the redundancyof results.

C. Functions of Information Systems

The term "information systems" is used for different

computer applications, for example:

- Text retrieval systems

- Systemsfor formatted data

- question-answeringsystems

systemsfor on-line measurementsand control

of environmentalactivities.

Therefore, it is necessaryto identify IIASA's requirements

by functional specifications. Questionsto be discussedat

this point are: what is the purposeof information systems?

What are their general functional characteristics? What kind

of operationsare available for users of information systems?
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D. Relations Between Data Aspects

An information system is not only characterizedby

functional specifications (C) but also by the data appearing

in the data base and in the expressionsof the communication

languageused in the dialogue betweenuser and system.

Four aspectsof data elementsare distinguished:

- Name (identifier, label)

- Meaning (logical relations to other data elements)

- Syntactical structure (data type as integer,

characterstring)

- physical structure (location, signal pattern, time)

An analysis of data aspectsis the theoreticalbase for a

method called "accessby meaning description" to be proposed

for our further investigations.

E. Distributed Data Bases in Computer Networks

The Computer ScienceProject is involved with computer

networks, becauseIIASA as an international institute

cooperatingwith many national institutions and organizations

is affected by problems of scientific information exchange.

A computer network is a tool to enhancescientific communication

by providing accessto data basesof remote computer installations.

Distributed data basesare a new researchtopic, and as there are

only a few practical experiencesa terminology has not been

developed. Therefore, it is necessaryto describethe

problems of distributed data basesand to show, which problems

:can be solved by our proposal,.as descrihedunder heading H.

F. Query Languages: Information Retrieval

Data basesin scientific computer networks differ in

data structure, accessmethod, query language, etc. depending

on the hardware and software installed in the local computer

centers. In order to come to a conclusion about standardization
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or query languagetranslatabilitycurrently used query languages

for textual and formatted data have to be analyzed.

G. Inference, Problem Solving

Question-answeringsystemsas discussedin artificial

intelligence literature are information ｳ ｹ ｳ ｴ ･ ｾ with:

- An interface for (restricted) natural language;

- A highly structureddata base (fact retrieval);

- Inference and problem solving capabilities.

One advantageof highly structureddata is that is allows

application of inference rules to produce relevant data not

explicitly stored in the data base. We understandthat this

is an important subject, but it seemsappropriateto start

with problems of knowledge representation,data description

and information retrieval.

H. Proposal: Noun Phrasesfor Information Description

To solve the problem discussedin E and F we proposea

data base cataloguethat will contain information about the

meaning and location of data files in the network. It is

also possible to store additional information concerning

other sspectsof files, e.g. structure, name of record fields

and query languageto be used for the data base containing

that particular file. It is planned to use (restricted) noun

phrasesof English and German to specify an information request,

for example,

PRODUCTION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN FRANCE IN THE YEAR 1972

It is explained that noun phrasesare a more precisetool than

Boolean expressionscurrently used for describing an information

requestto a retrieval system, and therefore the precision and

recall of the systemwill increase. The noun phrasequery

languageis not restrictedto a set of descriptors,but the

systemrequires a lexicon containing the words of the language,

which could be used in queries. The cataloguewill answer

queries by specifying locations of files with relevant contents.
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The user may then accessthis file by using a query language

which is necessaryfor the addresseddata base system. This

method avoids changing the existing data basesused in a network.

It also avoids standardizationand ｱ ｵ ･ ｲ ｾ languagetranslations,

but it is necessaryto registerdata files of the network in a

cornmon catalogue. Becausefile entries in the catalogueare

not only used to identify files, but also to describedata meaning,

the structureof the catalogueis a semantic network (see

sUbject K). The semanticnetwork is languageindependent,and

it can be used with noun phrasesof English or other languages,.

becauseit is a concept network, and not a representationof

syntactical structureof a specific language.

A working paper containing more details on our proposal

is being prepared.

I. FormattedData: Explanationand

Nominalization

The cataloguementioned in (H) will describefiles of

structureddata, text data, programs or graphical information

by conceptsexpressedas noun phrases. We prefer to use

the relational data model as a base for the study on description

of formatted data.

The meaning of data in a relation (set of data records)

can be expressedby (1) a bracket notation, (2) ｾ language

sentenceof verbal form, and (3) by noun phrases, for example:

(1) CONSUMPTION (REGION, OIL QUANTITY, TIME PERIOD)

(2) Region x ｃｾｬｮｳｵｭ･ｳ y barrels oil in the time period z

(3) CONSUMPTION OF Y BARRELS OIL IN THE PERIOD Z BY

REGION X

The translation from (1) to (2) is data explanationby verbalization;

translationfrom (2) to (3) is called nnminalization.

In our proposaldescriptionof files by noun phraseshas

to be done intellectually by humans, but neverthelessa formalized

translationis to be studied becauseit provides a tool
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for relating text information retrieval and formatted data.

J. Text Data: Description by Titles

Describing text data blocks by elementsof a thesaurus

or some other means is called indexing. Largeresearchactivities

in documentationand information retrieval are concernedwith

automatic indexing. We assumein our proposedsystem that

every text information block is describedby a title. No

text comes without a title. Titling is the natural mode used

by an author to describethe meaning of his text (scientific

report, ｣ ｨ ｡ ｰ ｾ ･ ｲ in a book). Most of the titles used for

scientific texts are noun phrases. But not every title

given to publication is complete or exact enough for the

purposeof a retrieval system. Therefore, some additional

intellectual work on titles is necessaryto adjust pUblication

K. Knowledge Representationby Concept Networks

The meaning of a noun phrasedescribing a user's

information requestor a file (or text) of the information

system is a concept. Every concept is logically defined

by its relation to other concepts. These form a network,

which is called a concept or semanticnetwork.

The set of n-ary relations betweenconceptsis open

if the expressibility of the network shall be unrestricted. But

we expect to find a limited number of relations that can be

used to define all other relations. This approachhas been

used by the new linguistic theory called generativesemantics.

We alsowill take advantageof the experienceswith

semanticnetwork projects describedin the latest computer

science literature. Essentialattributesmay be understood

as those concepts,which are used in relations that define

a concept. For example, the following relations contain

essentialattributes, becausethey define the concept reactor:

PRODUCING (REACTOR, ENERGY, NUCLEAR FISSION)

SUBCONCEPT (REACTOR, POWER PRODUCING DEVICE)

Accidental attributescontribute additional knowledge
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about a concept, for example, the price of a nuclear reactor,

length of time for developing, the mode, how it is controlled

and the risks related to the operationof the reactor. The

same network structure is used to store essentialand accidental

knowledge. Although it is difficult to map n-ary relations

betweenconceptsby a graphical network representation,the

network seems to be the appropriatestructure for concept

relations.

L. Functional and Structural Design

A software packageshould have to be developedto prove the

feasibility of noun phrasesfor information description. This

software packageshould use energy data as ｾ ｮ experimentalbase

(see subject M).

As describedearlier the noun phrasesystem that is used

in a network (or even a single system) does not require

changing existing data base systems. The user asks the

noun phrase system about stored data and receives information

about the name or addressof a relevant file. He can then

accessthis file and receive the required data.

The systemconsistsof the noun phraseprocessor,

concept network, file catalogueand dialogue processoras

describedin figure 2. The noun phraseprocessoris

related to one communication language,which in this case is

English noun phrase. It encompassessyntax and semantic

rules and a lexicon. The lexicon defines words (nouns,

adjectives, prepositions) by syntacticalpredicates,and

by pointers to the concept network. The pointers to the nodes

of the network define the meaning (1) of a word, and the file

cataloguecontains names (or addresses)of all formatted and

textual files available in the network. Each file is described

by a pointer to a node of the concept network, which

is the common meaning description for user and system.

Another type of attribute in the file cataloguemay specify

how the file is structuredand accessed.
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The dialogue processorcontrols the communicationprocess

between user and system. It seemsappropriateto separateit

from the noun phraseprocessor,becauseit may be useful to

changethe communication languge (to German noun phrasesor

to formal expressions)without impact on the whole software

package. The noun phrasesystemmay be located in any node of

the computer network, but the initial requestsof the users

coming from various terminals of the network must be guided

to the noun phrasesystemby the network control programs.

The concept network has to be representedby a physical data

structure. If the concept network becomeslarger the problems

of accesstime and data organizationon external storage

devices becomemore important. On the other hand it is intended

to use available data managementservicesas much as possible

to avoid extensivesystem programming. It is neceessaryto

analyzewhich languageis more suitable to implement conceptual

knowledge of the network.

M. Data Collection and Implementation

To study new query methods for textual and formatted data

it is necessarvto have experimental files, and as stated before

energy data is proposedfor various reasons.

By experimentingwith a smaller set of energy data we can

also study design, implementation, control, application and

updating of larger energy data base systems. We are then

preparedto start succeedingactivities at IIASA or to

establisha complete large energy data base. The intended

experimentalsystem requires the following types of stored

information:

1. Files of formatted--mostlynumerical data

(e.g. energy resources,conversion, distribution,

technologicalprocesses,environmentaleffects);

One possible source of data: BrookhavenNational Laboratory

2. Files of textual data

(e.g. bibliographic data and abstractsof

scientific reports on energy problems relevant

to the IIASA project)

Source of data: at IIASA available reports, IAEA Vienna (INIS)
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3. Technical terms of energy research

These terms have to be defined formally by other

terms and relations (as part of the concept network);

Source of data: tlNORM A7000 - A7009, technical glossaries

4. A set of words of conversationallanguage

These nouns and ｡ ､ ｪ ･ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｶ ｣ ｾ should be the most

frequently used words of noun phrasesdescribing

conceptsof energy ｲ ･ ｳ ･ ｡ ｾ ｣ ｨ Ｎ They have to be defined

formally.

Source of-data: German and English dictionaries,

Energy ResearchReport Titles

Formatted (1) and textual (2) energy files can be used by

any kind of program independentlyof the developmentand

completion of the noun phrasequery system to be implemented

on top of those files. The developmentof the lexicon and

the concept network may take longer, but practical use of

energy files by mathematicalmodels, statisticalanalysis,

etc can go on at the same time. It is expectedthat data

collection, preparationand keypunchingwill be a very time

consuming activity.

N. Semantics

Semanticsis the relation betweenvalid syntactical

expressionsof the communication languageand concept network.

Semantic rules associatea sub-structureof the network to

a syntacticalexpression. The associatedsub-structureof the

concept network is understoodhere as the "meaning" of the

syntacticalexpression.

The meaning of a noun phrase is always a concept. Complete

sentenceswhich representa relation between concepts (a proposition)

are not part of the noun phrasecommunication language. The

simplest noun phrasesare single words. The meaning of the words

are defined in the lexicon by pointers to the concept network.

It is more difficult to define the meaning of simple syntactical

structures. We have to decide how the following fundamental

syntax structuresof noun phrasesare representedin the concept

network:
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Adjective attribute

Genitive attribute

(NP1

(N 1

PREP

N2)

NP2) Prepositionattribute

Complex noun

The semantic analysis is complete if the type of relation is

determinedbetween the concept associatedto the noun phrase

and each concept associatedto each element (word) of the noun

phrase. If, for example, NP NPG representsthe meaning of

the syntacticalexpression (NP NPG) it is necessaryto analyze

what relations exist between:

NP NPG

NP NPG

NP

and

and

and

NP

These relations are dependenton the definitions of the concepts

NP and NPG.

o. Structureof the Lexicon

The lexicon is an ordered list of words of the communication

language. Syntacticalpredicatesnecessaryto analyze noun

phrasesare associatedwith every word, for example, word class

(noun, adjective, preposition). The meaning of a word is

defined by pointers to nodes of the concept network. There are

several unsolved lexical problems, and the main one in our

context is the semanticdescriptionof words which represent

a relation (and not a concept).

P. Syntax of Noun Phrases

Syntactical structureof noun phrasescan be described

by context free production rules:
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NP1 -r N
4

NP1 -r ADJ NP1

N -r N N

NP1 -r NP1 NG

NP2 -r NP1 PREP NP1

NP2 -r NP2 PREP NP2

(N = noun; ADJ = adjective; PREP = preposition;

NP1, NP2 = noun phrases;NG = noun in genitive case).

Relative clausesare not allowed here within noun phrases.

As a result of a syntax analysis the system associateswith

a given noun phrasea valid string of symbols of the set x

X =(N,ADJ,PREP,NG)

Each symbol has to be recognizedas an element of the lexicon.

Q. Design of an IIASA Question-AnsweringSystem

A conferenceon question-answeringsystemswas held at

IIASA in June 1975. The working group of this conference

proposedto develop a question-answeringsystemat IIASA, which

would not be restrictedto noun phrasesand information retrieval.

But it is necessaryto limit researchgoals for the next time

period to the describedsubjects,which are the necessarysteps

towards a more complex question-answeringsystem. Inference and

problem solving should be basedon information in an expressive

concept network. Results of the proposeddata base study may

influence the design of a more powerful future IIASA question-

answering system.
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